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Machinery Storage: Protecting your machinery from the 
elements increases trade in value and reduces downtime in the 
field. Call for a free quote today!
Grain and Fertilizer Storage: Storing grain or 
fertilizer in an AFAB building is simple, cost effective and 
versatile. Hauling out with your loader is simple and cost per 
bushel is only pennies. As you haul out you’ll have room for your 
machinery.
Heated Shops: What you can save by servicing your own 
equipment can often pay for your own heated shop. Plus, starting 
tractors and trucks in the winter is no longer a problem.
Riding Arena: With clear spans to 100’ AFAB post frame 
buildings are ideally suited for riding and roping arenas. 
Aircraft Hangers: Available with extra large bi-fold doors.
Call for a free quote.
Hay Shelters: Available in a wide range of sizes and styles. 
Designed to maintain top feed value and quality for more profit.
Pressurized Cattle Shelter: Unique design virtually 
eliminates snow accumulation inside the shelter.
Engineered Commercial AFAB Buildings: 
Post Frame or Post & Beam Exterior and interior designs available 
to comply with all your building requirements. General contracting 
available for a complete turnkey building such as site preparation, 
concrete, plumbing, electrical, heating, air conditioning and more.
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Any Building Package - Anywhere

Building Material 
Packages

C/W detailed drawings 
for the do-it-yourselfer 

with basic carpentry skills

The difference with a package from Metal Mart is the easy 
to follow layout and detailed drawings that are included.  
You can rely on Metal Mart expertise.  Just tell us what you 
want to build and Metal Mart’s will figure it out.  
Farm buildings - homes - garages and more. Ask about 
window, siding and roofing packages. Ready to pick up or 
delivered. Call for a free quote.

80’x300’x22’ ceiling height with 50’x22’ bi-fold door. Has 80’x100’ 
heated shop plus 80’x200’ cold storage.

72’ wide with 
20’ ceiling 
height.  
40’x20’ bi-fold.

LEASE OPTIONS AVAILABLE


